Humans have the remarkable capacity to learn words from a single instance. The goal of this study was to examine the impact of initial learning context on the understanding of novel word usage using event-related brain potentials. Participants saw known and unknown words in strongly or weakly constraining sentence contexts. After each sentence context, word usage knowledge was assessed via plausibility ratings of these words as the objects of transitive verbs. Plausibility effects were observed in the N400 component to the verb only when the upcoming novel word object had initially appeared in a strongly constraining context. These results demonstrate that rapid word learning is modulated by contextual constraint and reveal a rapid mental process that is sensitive to novel word usage.
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Introduction
Humans have an amazing capacity to learn many thousands of words, with adult vocabularies ranging between 40,000 and 150,000 words or more (Aitchinson, 1994; Beck & McKeown, 1991; Pinker, 1994) . Over the years, the primary focus of word learning has been on young children. This is understandable, given the foundational role that word learning plays in language abilities. However, relatively little is known about how adults learn new words in their native language. This is a bit surprising for several reasons. First, the overwhelming majority of words known by adults are acquired after early childhood. Second, the task itself presents somewhat different challenges for adults and children; whereas children typically map words to novel or unnamed concepts (Markman & Wachtel, 1988) , adults more often learn nuanced meanings for name-known concepts (e.g. jocund/happy). Third, pre-literate children often learn words through explicit naming and reference, whereas school age children and adults generally acquire words via incidental learning situations, often involving reading (Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985; Sternberg, 1987) . However, there is one important similarity between child and adult word learning, which is that it can-under the right conditions-be remarkably fast. Indeed, a single exposure to a novel word is sufficient for a learner to infer its probable meaning (Carey & Bartlett, 1978; Dollaghan, 1985) .
The goal of the present research is to understand what those conditions might be, focusing on adults and the role played by sentence context, and using event-related brain potentials (ERPs) as adults read known words and unknown pseudowords in sentences that strongly or weakly constrained their meanings.
Consider, as an example, what one might infer about the meaning of a pseudoword like marf in the sentence, She walked across the room to Mike's messy desk to return his marf. Compare this with, He tried to put the pieces of the broken plate back together with marf. Although both contexts provide information about the meaning and proper usage of marf, the second sentence is more highly constraining of that meaning, and thus, a more specific understanding of its usage might be inferred.
